
 

 

 
 

 
How to install Freesat Television in Halifax 
 
Freesat television is a great addition to any TV set up. Boasting over 200 channels, 
with many in glorious high definition, and with the added benefit of pause, rewind 
and record functions, Freesat is not to be ignored. All you need is a full satellite dish 
installation in Halifax to begin your Freesat adventure. Read on to find out about how 
to install Freesat television in Halifax with The Aerial Guys.  
 

How to set up Freesat 
 
Installing Freesat in your home is really simple. Our skilled team of engineers will 
take care of all the fiddly stuff for you, including your satellite dish installation in 
Halifax – so all you need to concern yourself with is what TV show to binge-watch 
next. We have a choice of Freesat TV packages available, and our expert team will 
ensure your Freesat dish alignment is just right. 
 

Freesat satellite installation 
 
To enjoy Freesat, you’ll need to have an existing satellite dish or, alternatively, you 
can have one installed by us. We’ll ensure your Freesat alignment is just right – so 
you can watch all your favourite TV shows in no time at all. The Aerial Guys offer a 
choice of hard-drives – 500GB, 1TB or 2TB – for up to 1,000 hours of TV recording 
(that’s a lot of on-demand viewing!), which means you’re able to choose the ideal 
Freesat TV package to suit your needs. 
 

What to expect from Freesat 
 

With a Freesat box installation, you can tune into streaming services, like BBC 
iPlayer, ITV Hub, All 4 and YouTube.  Our Freesat Smart TV boxes also allow you to 
flick back through your TV guide over the last 7 days. Is there a TV show you’ve 
been dying to watch? Or maybe you’ve no idea what everyone in the office is 
debating on a Tuesday morning. Well, you’ll be in the dark, no more. It’s easy to 
catch up on TV boxsets with our Freesat services. Below are some of the channels 
you can expect from Freesat.  
 
BBC One ITV2 More 4 
BBC Two ITV 2 +1 4 HD 
ITV1 ITV 3 5 +1 
Channel 4 ITV 3 +1 5 USA 
5 HD ITV 4 5 STAR 
BBC One HD ITV Be Spike 
BBC Four HD E4 Pick 
ITV HD E4 +1 REALLY 
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Freesat installation from The Aerial Guys 
 

The Aerial Guys offer a quick and efficient Freesat installation service, which is 
completely hassle-free. We’ll assess your installation requirements, talk these 
through with you, and give you a fixed quote that you’re happy with. With over 25 
years’ experience in the industry, your Freesat box installation is in the best possible 
hands. We’ve carried out countless Freesat box and satellite dish installations in 
Halifax over the years. So, you can trust us to get the job done. 
 
For more information on how to install Freesat television in Halifax, or to discuss the 
array of services we can offer, call 01422 752035 or get in touch via our contact 
form.  
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